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Abstract:
The purpose of this thesis is to analyse and evaluate the relative advantages of Montana’s present
system of mater right administration as compared with the system of a centralized office as adopted in
most other Western States. This thesis is a presentation of information on the establishment and the
security of mater rights and on the completeness of and the convenience of access to mater right
records under the two systems.

In the past, the purpose of administration of mater rights has been to protect existing rights in their use
of the amount of mater to which they were entitled, to guide settlers on lands so that they might know
whether or not the land was susceptible of Irrigation, and to guide purchasers of lands in irrigated areas
so they might know of the existence of a water right and its worth and to furnish information to persons
wishing to invest in irrigation enterprises. Present information about water rights must be furnished to
commissions acting in inter-state compacts so that they may reach basic agreements as to how mutual
water supplies shall be divided. Such agreements are subsequently enforced by each state within its
boundaries. In the future, there may be nation-wide practice of conservation for continued use. This
may affect the way in which all natural resources are used and administration of mater rights may
demand more responsibility by the State.

Water rights can be acquired, in Montana, by appropriation and use and the notice of appropriation may
be recorded. Extra expense is incurred in adjudication proceedings. This procedure, however, furnishes
no guarantee as to the worth of rights. Information concerning rights is recorded only in County
offices. These rights may allow the greatest return possible to the individual now using water under
them. However, the present method of administering water rights does not furnish the information
needed about mater resources and their use, and does not give security to the individuals having such
rights. Studies by various agencies, both State and Federal, have been made and are now in progress to
collect and record information. The records gathered by these agencies are incomplete and relatively
inaccessible to others mho are seeking information. This results in inconvenience, sometimes in
duplication of work, and in added expense.

The oost of a central agency for the administration of mater rights in Montana would not be greatly
different from that of the present system. Advantages would accrue from the operation of a central
office, according to opinions of those in charge of similar offices in other states, heads of agencies
interested in getting the information forthcoming from such an office and from individuals interested in
water rights.

Through the changes which have been made in Montana law precedent has been established to allow
for the further changes necessary for the organisation of a central agency to administer water rights.
Under such an agency, water right administration would be carried an in a more scientific manner. 
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to analyse and evaluate the relative 
advantages of Montana’s present system of eater right administration as 
compared with the system of a centralized office as adopted in most other 
Western States# This thesis is a presentation of information on the es
tablishment and the security of eater rights and on the completeness of 
and the convenience of access to eater right records under the two 
systems.

In the past, the purpose of administration of eater rights has been 
to protect existing rights in their use of the amount of water to which 
they were entitled, to guide settlers on lands so that they might know 
whether or not the land was susceptible of irrigation, and to guide pur
chasers of lands in irrigated areas so they might know of the existence 
of a water right and its worth and to furnish information to persons wish
ing to invest in irrigation enterprises. Present information about water 
rights must he furnished to commissions acting in inter-state oompaots so 
that they may reach basic agreements as to how mutual water supplies 
shall be divided. Sueh agreements are subsequently enforced by eabh 
state within Ite boundaries. In the future, there may be nation-wide 
practice of conservation for continued use. This may affect the way in 
which all natural resources are used and administration of water rights 
may demand more responsibility by the State.

Water rights can be acquired, in Montana, by appropriation and use 
and the notice of appropriation may be recorded. Extra expense is in
curred in adjudication proceedings. This procedure, however, furnishes 
no guarantee as to the worth of rights. Information concerning rights 
is recorded only in County offices. These rights may allow the greatest 
return possible to the individual now using water under them. However, 
the present method of administering water rights does not furnish the 
information needed about water resources and their use, and does not give 
security to the individuals having such rights. Studies by various agen
cies, both State and Federal, have been made and are now in progress to 
collect and record information. The records gathered by these agencies 
are incomplete and relatively Inaccessible to others who are seeking in
formation. This results in inconvenience, sometimes in duplication of 
work, and in added expense.

The cost of a central agency for the administration of water rights 
in Montana would not be greatly different from that of the present system. 
Advantages would accrue from the operation of a central office, according 
to opinions of those in charge of similar offices in other states, heads 
of agencies interested in getting the information forthcoming from such 
an office and from individuals interested in water rights.

Through the changes which have been made in Montana law precedent 
has been established to allow for the further changes necessary for the 
organization of a central agency to administer water rights. Under such 
an agency, water right administration would be carried on in a more 
scientific manner.
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IHTRODfUCTI ON

The Problem; This study is concerned with determining how the adminis

tration of water rights in Montana can best be carried out, whether by 

the present system or by a system of central office control.

Water Rights Administration in General 

Water rights are the means of determining to whom the use of water 

shall go. Water is a valuable natural resource. Additional returns are 

possible to those controlling the supply of water for use. Uses of water 

include irrigation, power, navigation, and recreation. The determination 

of how water shall be divided between these uses under water rights and 

the collection and dispersal of information about these uses and the 

water supply is the purpose of administration. Administration of water 

rights is the business of the State and to it is left the responsibility 

of choosing the system of administration.

The System of Water Rights Administration in Montana 

Montana makes provision in its laws for the acquirement of water 

rights. A definite method has been set up, but water rights may also be 

acquired without conforming to some of the detailed provisions of the law. 

However, when two rights have been established at the same time, one in 

accordance with precepts of lew and one without the law, the one comply

ing with law takes precedence. The means of determining the value of 

rights in comparison with one another is by adjudication. This is a pro

cess of subjecting rights to court scrutiny and results in a decision as 

to the right to water of the various parties to the court action, which
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is based on the evidence presented to the court. Provision is made for 

both appropriations and adjudications to be recorded in the county 

offices. There are, however, many appropriations of which no record is 

made. Records of both adjudications and appropriations remain in the 

files of the county and no further official action is taken by the state.

A  Proposed System for Montana

It has been proposed from time to time by various groups that 

Montana adopt a "water right code.” This would set up a central agency 

in the state for the administration of water rights. Proposed "codes" 

closely follow those in effect in other Western states. A "water right 

code" is a oodifloation of the laws of the state which contains all laws 

pertaining to water and only those laws.

The Purpose: It is the purpose of this study to compare and analyse the

two systems of administration in their application to Montana conditions.

The Method; Information has been gathered concerning the present system 

of administering water rights in Montana and concerning the system of a 

central agency as it is being carried on in other states in regard to 

establishing water rights, accumulating and keeping water right records 

and administering water rights. The information is set forth in this 

thesis by giving first the historical development of water rigits in 

Montana, then the present system of administration in Montana, and finally 

the system of a central agency as it could be applied to Montana.

Source of Data for and Limitations: Factual data on Montana water rights

were gathered from the Office of the State Engineer, the State Water Con-
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a er vat ion Board, the State Planning Board, the Bureau of Reclamation, and 

the Army Corpa of Engineers. Opinions regarding water rights in Montana 

and in other states were ascertained from lawyers, heads of federal agen

cies (Farm Credit Administration, Forest Service, Farm Security Adminis

tration, Agricultural Adjustment Administration, Reclamation Bureau, Geo

logical Survey), and from State Engineers of other semi-arid states.

Cost data pertaining to central agencies in other states were acquired by 

correspondence and from the publications of those agencies.

The factual data were gathered for the most part under Work Pro

jects Administration study 0. P. 65-1-91-126 (W. R. 5116), "Water Re

sources of Montana and Their Use."

This study is limited in scope because of lack of time or funds to 

carry on an exhaustive study of either Montana’s present system or the 

system of a central agency as carried out in other states. Maiy materials 

which would have been useful in this study are no longer available.

Staffs of Central Offices in other states are too busy to compile a com

plete record of costs as concerned with their system.
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HtSTOHICAL DEVELOPMENT OF MONTANA WATER RIGHTS AEMINISTEATION

Control of water rights has developed during different stages of 

the State’s history, but in a haphazard manner.

Pre-Territorial Water Rights Administration 

Water rights concerning storage and flowing water were in existence 

before Montana became a territory. THhen the territory was organized 

"there had been a storage dam and ten miles of ditches dug."l/ Rights to 

the use of flowing water had, no doubt, been exercised in both mining and 

irrigation. Water was essential in mining and sometimes had to be con

veyed considerable distances. The location, distribution, and control of 

water were the principal problems connected with placer mining, and 

"irrigation farming in the mountainous west probably began before Montana 

Territory was b o m  ."2/

Mining Camp Rules

Each mining camp formulated rules of its own as to what constituted 

a claim; each claim was publicized by posting a notice. A claim gave 

either & right from the middle of the stream across the valley or one for 

a strip 100 feet long. If claim of a measured strip did not give access 

to water, the "right from the middle of the stream" would. A claim left

I/ Raymer, Robert George, "Montana, Tke Land and the People,w Voi. I, 
Lewis Publishing Co., Chicago, 1950, p. 427.

Zj Abbott, Newton Carl, "Montana in the Making," Gazette Printing Co., 
Billings, Montana, 1951, p. 482.
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not worked for a period of three days could be "jumped" and its right to 

water taken. This rule could be set aside only in the case of illness. 

Each miner could use water or divert it during its passage across his 

claim but he must have returned it to its natural course before it left 

his boundaries. As placer mining gave way to the type of mining which 

made use of quartz mills, the pioneers turned from mining to agriculture. 

The early Ataerioan pioneers were farmers by nature and environment and to 

return to this work was natural,3/ Irrigation of cropland following 

closely cm the heels of mining became a competing enterprise and fell 

heir to problems discovered in use of water for mining. These ideas sure 

well expressed in the following quotation: "Everyone who has had the

least experience will at onoe admit the absolute necessity of timber and 

water in successful mining. We have rich placers never worked, because 

no water could reach them without enormous expense. Hundreds of mines 

made good yields last year, for the large supply of water. Give water 

enough to run giants in our placers, and millions in fine gold would be 

added to the annual yield of our mines. Give more water and the mines 

will give more gold. Nearly all our mines have water enough, and some 

more than enough, in the early part of the season when the snows are melt

ing and the spring rains fill the streams. Could the surplus be saved 

until the dry season came, the efficient working time might be so pro

longed as to double the yield of gold.

"Reservoirs and irrigating canals have long been used for mining.

3/ Sanders, Helen Fitzgerald, "A History of Montana," Vol. I, The Lewis 
Publishing Co., Chicago, 1915, pp. 580-681.
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Theee modes of Increasing and prolonging the supply of -water were resort

ed to by our enterprising miners at an early day In the history of 

Montana mining, as shown by the old reservoirs in nearly every gulch, and 

by the numerous ditches which once conducted the waters along the hill

sides of every valley. But the mines are so numerous, and the amount of 

water for each is so limited, that this system of supply can avail to a 

limited extent only for increasing the water and for prolonging the mining 

season, save by an outlay of money beyond the means of private individuals. 

It is different with irrigation, for large streams can be utilized, and 

the same canal can supply hundreds and even thousands of farms ."4/ Scar

city of water, means of diverting large streams of water for the use of 

numerous individuals, the storage of water for use at other times of the 

year than that for which it was naturally available, and the division of 

the supply among many claimants were the problems encountered in irriga

tion.

Miners' Courts

Rights were determined by miners’ courts before the advent of 

statute law. The customs followed by miners came from California and 

were based on those followed by the Spaniards in Mexico. Major Jesse B. 

Roote says, "Wherever there was mining ground, they organised a mining 

district, and adopted rules and regulations for the government and control 

of all matters concerning mining, the use of water for that purpose, and 

the acquisition and disposal of mining claims, after defining what a

\J IB.Her, Joaquin, "An Illustrated History of the State of Montana,"
The Lewis Publishing Co., Chicago, 1894, pp. 543-544.
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mining claim should consist of.* A passage quoted by Major Eoote from 

Decious S. Wade, later (March 17, 1871) made Chief Justice of the State 

Supreme Court, states, "They organized Miner’s Courts, preserved order, 

protected life and property, and adjudicated rights•* Miners elected a 

president, judge, recorder, sheriff, and prosecuting attorney for their 

camp or district at these public meetings# After all the evidence was 

before this group, a decision was made by a vote of all the miners pres

ent. It was the sheriff's duty to see that the decision was carried out. 

The recorder kept all transfers of property, wills, deeds, mortgages, and 

marriage licenses, but his duties related chiefly to recording the owner

ship of mining claims. Following the example of the Washington and Idaho 

territories, customs developed in the use of water for mining were written 

into the first of the Montana Territorial Statutes, those of 1866 and 

1872, and applied mainly to irrigation from that time on. Since the use 

of water m e  first developed for mining purposes, customs followed in the 

regulation of water for this use were not entirely applicable to the use 

for irrigation. However, this was not at first taken into consideration.

Territorial Laws Concerning Water Rights Administration 

Rights to the use of water, after the passage of the earliest ter

ritorial laws, were acquired both within and outside the tenets of law.

In either ease, however, they have been and now are suaoeptible of con

trol under the laws of the State. Hie first laws of the Territory of 

Montana under the Organic Act were passed at the Legislative Assembly 

which convened on December 12, 1864, in Bannock. The first act to protect
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end regulate the use of irrigation water on land in the Montana territory, 

a part of what is known as the Bazmock Codes, was passed on January 12, 

1866. There were twelve sections of this first irrigation law. They 

provided that: (I) any person on the hank of the stream shall he entitled

to water, (2) any person away from the hank shall he entitled to a right 

of way for a ditch, (S) the right of way shall he only for a ditch or a 

dike, (4) three commissioners shall he appointed hy the nearest Justice 

of Peace to equitably apportion water upon alternate days to different 

localities, (5) eminent domain proceedings can he initiated hy these com

missioners, (6) the amount of damage done hy the ditch may be assessed to 

its owners, (7) the money shall he collected in an action of debt, (8) a 

wheel or machine may he placed on the hank to raise the water, (9) the 

commissioners shall receive two dollars per day, (10) rights may not 

conflict with those existing, (11) damages caused hy waste waters can he 

assessed against the person permitting such waste to take place, and 

(12) this aet shall he In full force after passage.5/

The Territory of Montana, hy these laws, took over from the miners* 

courts the duty of setting up the rules that would guide and regulate 

human action as concerned in the use of water. These and subsequent laws 

were repealed hy the Sixth Session of the Territorial Legislature. The 

laws concerning water use, passed hy this session, were almost identical 

with those already given except that section five provided that, "all

"Laws of Montana Territory," First Session 1864-65, Acts, Resolutions
and Memorials.
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controversies shall be determined by date of appropriation." The fact 

that date should be the determining factor by which controversies were to 

be settled had been implied in section 10 of the laws passed by the first 

session and further clarified in a case brought before the first session 

of the Supreme Court of the Montana Territory.?/ This was the first re

corded statement of the doctrine of priority.8/ This doctrine, under 

which the appropriation first in time becomes automatically first in 

right, 1«, along with that of beneficial use, of basic importance in de

termining present-day water rights. According to Major Jesse B. Roots, 

there had been recognition of the principle of priority much earlier. Of 

the first legally organised court ever held in the territory of Montana 

which convened on the first Monday of December in 1864, Roots quotes Wade 

as sayingi "It is unfortunate that these Justices, during their period 

of office, delivered no opinion in writing, for thereby their valuable 

services to the territory and to the profession have, to a great extent, 

been lost.... We know from the records of the district courts and of 

the Supreme Court that the litigation of that period was extensive 

important, end that it related chiefly to placer claims, to water for 

mining and irrigating purposes, and to possessory rights in the public

6/ "Laws, Resolutions and Memorials of the Territory of Montana,” Sixth 
Session, Deo. 6, 1869-Jan. 7, 1870, Virginia City.

7/ See Sharp V. Woolman, I M 168-70 (1st Volume Montana Reports, pp.
166 to 170). -  ‘

8/ Montana Agricultural Experiment Statim, Special Report No. 8,
"Water Resouroee of Montana and Their Use," Part I, Vol. I, Feb.,
1941, pp. 12-15.
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lemda. The doctrine of prior appropriation of water for the purpose of 

placer mining: that the first appropriator thereof for auoh uee became

entitled thereto as against subsequent appropriators, first in time, 

first in right, had taken root in pre-territorial days under the rules 

end regulations of the minersi and under the provisions of the Bannock 

statutes of 1866 and the Act of Congress of July 26, 1866, the doctrine 

was extended and made to apply to water for agricultural or any useful 

purpose. The application of this doctrine, which had arisen in Cali

fornia, and was born of the necessities of placer mining and the arid 

condition of the country, which overturned that of riparian rights as 

known to the common law, and the adjustment of controversies and rights 

consequent thereon, and questions growing out of the possessory rights in 

the public lands, and of their practice, occupied largely the attention 

of the first period .wDyz

State Law for Water Right Establishment and Admlnistration 

Upon adoption of its Constitution, the State of Montana took over 

the responsibility of the waters within the state. That Doetmmnt says, 

"The use of all water now appropriated for sale, rental, distribution, or 

other beneficial use, and the right of way over the lands of others for 

all ditches, drains, flumes, canals and aqueducts, necessarily used in 

connection therewith, as well as the sites for reservoirs necessary for 

collection and storing the same, shall be held to be a public use."io/

9/ Sanders, op. oit., p. 685.
lp/ "Constitution of Montana," Art. I H  , Sec. 16, Vol. I, Revised Codes 

of Montana, 1955.
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The first attempt to write anything approximating a complete irri

gation law for Montana was undertaken "by the Legislative Assembly of 1886. 

At this time the California Code, so modified and changed as to fit 

Montana conditions, was adopted. Many changes have since been made in 

the various sections of Montana Water Right Laws.ll/

Since the Territory of Montana was organised, changes have been 

made in laws affecting the use of water by almost every Legislative Ses

sion. Changes were made during the Second Regular Session pertaining to 

the right of way for ditches. In the Sixth Regular Session a standard 

measurement for water was adopted and provisions were made for the ap

pointment of commissioners. In the Seventh Regular Session amendments 

were made allowing the appropriation of water rights for navigation. 

Changes were made in the laws during every Regular Session of the Legis

lature from the Ninth through the Twenty-Sixth. Much of the action con

cerned Water User's Associations, Irrigation Districts, and the Water 

Conservation Board.12/

Unwritten Water Right Law

Cases in Montana Courts concerning water rights have been numerous. 

With few exceptions each Montana Report contains an account of at least 

one ease having to do with the use of water. These oases have been de

cided both on the basis of statute law and common lew. Common law per

petuated in this way has been built up until it makes a system of

l l / Revised Codes of Montana, 1955, Secs. 7095-7136, incl., pp. 568-685.
12/ See "Laws of Montana" of the respective sessions of the Legislative 

Assembly mentioned above.



"unwritten lew" which parallels and is of great Importance in the de

cisions related to the application of statute law.

It has been declared in a case argued before the Montana Supreme 

Court that "there is no distinction between the California Water Code and 

our own." 18/ This has had the effect of tying the decisions which have 

been made in Montana Courts with those made in California Courts so that 

the "unwritten law" in Montana covers the span of existence beginning 

with the customs practiced in California Territory up to and through the 

present time.14/

Restrictions of the right to appropriate unlimited amounts of water 

in Montana were brought about through a Supreme Court decision. 15/ It is 

possible to make a valid appropriation of water in Montana without com

plying with the statute. This is a result of a decision of the Montana 

Supreme Court.16/ The Court has held that in order to appropriate water 

a person need not be the owner nor does he have to be in possession of 

land.1T/

The history concerned with deciding the amount of water necessary 

for irrigation of land is the subject of lengthy discussion in one of the 

late Supreme Court oases .18/ The last Montana Report contains a lengthy 

discussion of water rights on public lands.19/

IZ/  See Bailey et al., Tintinger et al. 45 M. 169.
14/ See Woolman ▼. Oarringer, I M. 556 and King v. Edwards, I M. 255.
15/ See Tucker v. Jones, 8 M. 226.
16/ See Murray v. Tingley, 20 M. 260.
17/ See Toohey ▼. Campbell, 24 M. 18.
18/ See Worden v. Alexander et al. 108, M. 106, 21T.
19/ See Cook et al. v. Hudson, H O  M. 265, 289.
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Irrigation OrganlgatlonB and Water Rights Administration 

The experiences undergone by Montana have been somewhat similar to 

those of other states in attempting to get a code adopted, but most irri

gation states now have some kind of a water code. Irrigation organisa

tions have played a prominent part in the development of water rights and 

their administration in Mcmtana. Prom the time of their inception they 

have influenced the water right laws Tdilch have been passed in this state.

Purposes and Objectives of Irrigation Organizations

The first farmer organization in Montana which presumed to discuss 

irrigation, from the standpoint of the type of laws that should be passed 

concerning it, was the Montana Parmer’s Institute. The first meetings of 

that organization were held in 1902 but it was not until 1905 that it be

came the recipient of funds granted by the State Legislature.20/ During 

the first year of existence of the Parmer’s Institute the Ray bill was 

presented to the Seventh Legislative Assembly of the State of Montana.

This bill, for the passage of machinery by which water rights of the 

State would be controlled by a State Engineer, met with defeat. However, 

passage of this bill was again advocated by the Montana Farmer's Insti

tute in its second annual report.21/

The Montana Railroad Commission was designated (in 1919) to act as 

the Montana irrigation Commission for the express purpose to "do all 

things necessary for the full development of the irrigable lands."22/

2o/ See Second Annual Report of the Montana Farmer's Institute for the 
year ending Hov. 50, 1905, pge. VI and VII.

21/ Ibid., pp. 159-161.
22/ fhe Board of Railroad Commissioners, "Irrigation in Montana," Dec., 

1920, p» 5.
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So many Inquiries about water supplies, reservoir sites, irrigable areas, 

and requests for information were received that the members soon recog

nised the need for gathering such data and attempted to fulfill that 

need»2 3/

Subsequent to the two organisations mentioned above, the work of 

introducing irrigation in Montana was carried on by the Montana irriga

tion and Drainage Institute, The first meetings of that organisation 

were held in Bozeman in January, 1920,24/ BrougJht into being partly as a 

result of the years of drought Immediately preceding 1920, that organiza

tion showed an interest in Irrigation that had not been previously ex

pressed.

The objectives of the Irrigation and Drainage Institute were "to 

advance knowledge pertaining to irrigation and drainage, to encourage 

improvement in irrigation and drainage, to encourage improvement in irri

gation practices, to encourage advancement in scientific and economic 

location, construction, operation, maintenance, and colonization of ir

rigated and drained lands, to promote the general welfare of settlers, to 

encourage scientific investigation on the better use of the State’s water 

resources, to assist in securing adequate legislation, and encourage 

development of legitimate irrigation and drainage enterprises25/

Montanan’s Incorporated has had a committee on irrigation since the

Ibid., p. 6.
24/ See "Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute, Proceedings of the 

First and Second Annual Meetings," held at Bozeman and Billings on 
Jan. 15-17, 1920, and Bov. 8-10, 1920, respectively, pp. 5-6.

25/ Ibid,, p. 8.
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Institute was discontinued. Discussion of irrigation problems has had a 

place both in the reports and in the meetings of that organ!zation.26/

The State Legislature, in 1951, authorized an Irrigation and Water 

Right Code CommiBsion.27/ This body, whose term was to expire on Nov. I, 

1932, left no record of action other than a recommendation for a change 

in Irrigation district law, in the matter of finanoing.28/ No further 

action has taken place since that time except that allowed under the 

State Water Conservation Board. The program of Hhat body is chiefly con

cerned with the physical use of the water supply, but in that connection 

is also concerned with water right disputes.29/

--Suggestions for Changes in Water Right Laws—

Suggestions have been made by the various organizations for changes 

in Montana’s Water Right Laws. In the first issue of its proceedings 30/, 

the Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute reported to its readers 

that a proposed irrigation code had been adversely acted upon by the 

Irrigation oomnittee of the Montana House of Representatives. The same 

organization in its third meeting adopted a resolution as follows*

"Whereas, it is recognized that the laws of Montana relating to the ini

tiation, administration end adjudication of water rights are inadequate, 

are difficult of operation and not in keeping with the progressive

26/ Information gathered from the office staff of Montanan’s Incorpor
ated in Helena.

27/ See Chapter 69 of Session Laws of Twenty-Second Legislature, 1931.
28/ Report of the State Engineer to the Governor, Nov. 50, 1932.
29/ See Revised Codes of Montana, 1936, Sees. 349.1-549.58, pp. 427-442.
30/  See "Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute, Proceedings of the 

First and Second Annual M e e t i n g s p. 102.
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legislation of other western statest and, whereas, the administration of 

the eater resources of this state is of the greatest public concern; and, 

whereas, no consistent advancement in agriculture in this state pen be 

assured unless a centralized control of the waters of the state is estab

lished; now, therefore, be it resolved, that it is the sense of this 

Institute that Montana should, at its next legislative session enact a 

water code which will provide for the survey, administration, and deter

mination of the rights to the use of all the waters of the State accord

ing to the general plan established by a majority of the other Western 

States."Si/

After failure to secure the passage of the code subsequent to this 

meeting, there is this expression by the committee responsible for the 

attempt: "The entire committee have made a thorough study of this code

with the intention of making revisions which would decrease the expendi

tures necessitated...."32/ The next session of the same organization 

again reported the failure of the Legislature to pass a water code.35/ 

Another bill for the establishment of a code is mentioned in the reports 

of the Seventh session as being killed by an adverse committee report.54/ 

Between the two attempts mentioned above to achieve the passage of a code.

Si/ Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute, "Proceedings of the Third 
Annual Meeting," Great Falls, Deo. 8-10, 1921, p. 6.

52/ Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute, "Proceedings of the 
Fourth Annual Meeting," Helena, Dec. 14-16, 1922, p. 162.

Sg/ Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute, "Proceedings of the Fifth 
Annual Meeting," Missoula, Nov. 19-21, 1925, p. 75.

54/ Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute, "Proceedings of the 
Seventh Annual Meeting," Great Falls, Aug. 18-20, 1926, p. 9.
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a Columbia River Board had been appointed by the Federal Power Conrais si on# 

and a Missouri River Commission had been suggested by North Dakota.56/

In the face of their expressed interest in interstate cooperation in the 

handling of water supplies, the Legislature gave as reasons for rejecting 

the oode bill that there was no great necessity for a code, it would be 

an extra burden to the State Engineer, it would be expensive, and it 

would allow concentration of authority.56/ However, one State Engineer 

of Montana has expressed a desire for a new oode. In a statement before 

the organization of the Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute, State 

Engineer MoMahon said, 11I recommend that our present water laws be 

changed to embody a system of records and regulations in harmony with the 

laws of our neighboring states, where the change has been so satisfac- 

tory."57/

— Reasons for Suggested Changes—

Many reasons are given for suggesting changes in water right laws. 

Initial impetus for such action was furnished by the Amendment in 1901 of 

the Carey Land Act that had originally been passed by the united States 

Congress in 1894. This aot provided that the State authorize a Carey 

Land Aot Board and set up the office of State Engineer to investigate 

works whioh the citizens of the State wished to build in cooperation with

36/ Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute, "Proceedings of the Sixth 
Annual Meeting," Bozeman, Jan. 6-7, 1926, pp. 43-61.

56/ Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute, "Proceedings of the 
Seventh Annual Meeting," Great Falls, Aug. 18-20, 1926, p. 10.

57/ State of Montana, "Fifth Biennial Report of the State Engineer and 
of the Carey Land Act Board of the State of Montana," 1911-12. This 
was reiterated in succeeding reports, the Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth.
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the United States.58/ Further need for change In State lew was brought 

about when the Reclamation Act, passed by the United States Congress In 

1902, asked that projects wishing to acquire Its help take advantage of 

the irrigation district laws of the State in which they were located.59/ 

The office of the State Engineer was soon besieged by requests for in

formation which was not available. Requests for funds to carry out inves

tigations for the securing of this information were a part of the early 

reports tendered by the State Engineer’s office.40/ Some of the requests 

were, no doubt, a result of the booklets being published by the Depart

ment of Publicity of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor and Industry of the 

State of Montana.41/ These requests were for various kinds of informa

tion and led to the following summary by C. E. Atwood of "Why Montana 

needs a new oodei (I) To help prevent the residents of the State from 

investing in enterprises, either private or otherwise, which are funda

mentally unsound; (2) To protect the new settlers from becoming victims 

of fraudulent enterprises, and to assist them in becoming prosperous, 

thrifty citizens; (5) To make poesihle -the organization of irrigation 

districts on a fundamentally sound basis; (4) To control the activities 

of promoters to the extent that they will be an asset instead of a detri

ment to the State; (6) To encourage outside capital to become interested

5 8 / Montana Agricultural Experiment Station, Special Report No. 9, "Water 
Resources of Montana and Their Use," Part I,Vol,II, Feb.,1941, p.27.

59/ Ibid., p. 32.
40/ State of Montana, "Biennial Reports of the State Engineer and of the 

Carey Land Act Board of the State of Montana."
4l/ Department of Publicity of the Bureau of Agriculture, Labor and In

dustry of the State of Montana, "Montana," «J. H. Hall, Commissioner, 
Edition of 1912 (first issue in 1909).
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la our various Irrigation enterprises? (6) To eliminate the difficulty 

nor experienced in obtaining loans on lands irrigated by privately owned 

and unadjudicated rights; (7) To make it possible to determine the value 

of the water rights already in existence in an economical and efficient 

manner; (8) To obtain an equitable and economical distribution of the 

water of the State, in order that the greatest returns may be realised 

from the application of this natural resource to the land; (9) To central 

Ize all records pertaining to the waters of the State for the purpose of 

making them readily available and of some material assistance to our 

future development; and, (10) To make the necessary development of the 

irrigation enterprises of the State of Montana possible»**42/

42/ Made by C. E. Atwood in the "Proceedings of the Third Annual Meet
ing" of the Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute, p. 91. Some 
of these are in large part a reiteration of the points made by 
Blwood Mead in U. S. D. A. Bulletin No. 58, "Water Rights on the 
Missouri River and Its Tributaries," 1899, pp. 16-16.
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MONTANA’S PRESENT SYSTEf,: OF WATER RlOETS ADMINISTRATION

Water rights serve as limitations of the uses to Whioh water may be 

put and by whom it is used. A water right in its simplest form is the 

putting of water to use. A water right, in Montana as in other semi-arid 

states, is acquired under the doctrine of appropriation; the ability to 

take water from a stream for use, rather than, as in most Eastern and Mid- 

Western states, under the riparian doctrinej the right expressed by own

ers on the bank of the stream to have water flow in its natural channels 

unmolested by the users above. If related to water in a flowing stream, 

a water right allows use only, but if the water has been stored the right 

gives possession of the body of the water.

Establishing Water Rights

Appropriation, as used in Montana to secure a water right, Ie the 

taking of water for actual use. This is accepted as a right to the use 

of the water unless it is proven that other appropriations were prior in 

time. Each use of the water at the present time depends on the ability 

to get and retain the supply needed. Sufficient supply is available in 

some areas for all uses of water. In these areas but few disputes have 

arisen within the State and all that is necessary to continue the use is 

to continue taking the amount needed. In this case the right was acquired 

by use alone and,although the appropriation may be recorded, there are 

many individuals using water for which they have made no record of appro

priation. For information as to these rights, the only source is a field 

survey, which has been carried out only in limited areas.
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Adjudication of Water Rights

The supply of water has often been insufficient to fill the demands 

for tiie various uses in Montana. As water is one of the principal limit

ing factors governing the uses which may be made of land and the output 

of power, its use often has continued for only a short time before inter

ference has presented difficulty. Interference is often the opening 

wedge for a dispute over which rights should have precedence and for a 

consequent adjudication in court according to the procedure set up by the 

Montana legislature.

Court procedure

Such action begins through a complaint issued by one or more users 

against another or other users on the stream. All individuals using 

water from a stream may be called into court, if the plaintiff so desires, 

in order that the validity of each individual right may be determined as 

against all others on the stream. For this procedure each individual 

must furnish information that will establish the dates of his right, the 

amount of water originally used, the year and amount of any increased 

uses since the original, the location of the use (requiring a map), the 

water supply, the distance of the place of use from the source, and the 

use to vtiiidh the water is put. As Mead puts it, "Every condition sur

rounding the creation of a water right makes the need of an absolutely 

correct and definite statement of the purpose of the appropriation imper

ative. The time required to use the water and the fact that conflicting 

rights are being established elsewhere on the same stream at the same



time, make It desirable that each claimant should describe his own pro

ject so clearly that no one else can contest his right because of changes, 

and that all others shall be equally specific in order that he may be 

fully informed, when he begins, of all the possible opposing rights which 

can be acquired."43/ From a court adjudication all rights emerge, as 

determined by the Judge, with a right to the use of a specified amount 

of water as against other rights on the same stream.

An adjudicated water right indicates that sufficient evidence has 

been given in court by the water user or by witnesses in his behalf, to 

prove that a certain amount of water was used as of a certain date. Of 

such action there is a record kept in the office of the Clerk of the 

Court for the county in which the ease was held.

These water rights are rights only to the amount of water available 

and are not a guarantee that it will always be available. When the 

amount is sufficient for all uses, the fact that water rights exist seldom 

will be mentioned. When the amount of water is limited it is divided 

among users on the basis of the rights to its use as they have been de

cided by the court. Persons using water under rights which were most 

recently established are the first to have their headgates closed when 

the supply becomes insufficient to furnish water to all.

Water is of such great importance in the send-arid West where there 

are numerous uses for it and numerous users wanting it at the same time,

43/ Mead, Elwood, "Water Rights on the Missouri River and Its Tribu
taries,’1 United States Department of Agriculture, Bui. So. 68, 1899, 
p. 16—17.



that losses arise if the supply is not sufficient to furnish all that is 

desired. Trouble sometimes arises when older rights get their share of 

the supply while the later rights are cut off. This often leads to the 

appointment of a water commissioner by those persons holding legal rights 

to the use of the water supply.

Water Commissioners’ Appointment and Duties

The appointment of a water commissioner or commissioners Is depend

ent upon the application of the owners of ten per cent of the water 

rights affected hy the decree on a stream or streams to the Judge of that 

district wherein the decree has been entered. If a water commissioner is 

appointed, he is employed hy the holders of rights on a stream end is 

paid by them. The Information contained in the decree is used as a guide 

to apportion water among those Individuals to whom it has been decreed.

It is the duty of the commissioner to measure and distribute the water 

and to keep all owners of water rights from personally interfering with
* a.

distribution of the water in the stream.44/

Recording Water Rights

In Montana, water right records are found only in the several coun

ties where the water is used.

Appropriations

In the County Clerk and Recorder’s office all notices of appropria

tions of water are supposedly entered in a "Water Rights Record." In one 

of tire volumes of this record, on the page and volume indicated in an

m /  See "Revised Codes of Montana, 1935," Chap. 82, Secs. 7156-7165, 
pp. 685-593.
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index, the notice of appropriation information is recorded. If, as fre

quently happens, the record of appropriation is not found in the index 

and record already mentioned, reference to the "Miscellaneous Index" or 

the "Deed Index" may locate it. Mining claims and water claims are found 

"both in the "Water Rights Index" and in the "Lode Index." It may happen 

that their filing has been neglected in the former and they may be found 

only in the latter.

The notice of appropriation is supposed to contain a statement as 

to the quantity of the water claimed, the purpose for which it is claimed 

and the place of intended use, the means of diversion, the date of appro

priation, the name of the appropriator, the name of the stream and the 

place of diversion. If this information were complete it would be pos

sible to fill out completely, with the exception of the name and address 

of the 1940 owner, a form similar to that shown in Figure I* 45/ This 

form was made up by the W. p. A. for use in W. R. 5116, "Water Resources 

of Montana," and is in use only by them. It has a place for recording 

all information pertinent to the water right, but it seldom happens that 

all of the statements on the form can be completed from Information on 

record regarding each appropriation.

Approximately 48,000 appropriations are on file In the various 

County Clerk and Recorder's offices of the State.46/ These appropriations

45/ Information as to the 1940 owner (which completes the information 
shown in Figure I) is taken from records in the County Assessor’s 
office.

46/ Actually there are approximately 76,000 Indivudual records. How
ever, when new counties have been formed, copies of the records 
located in the territory covered by the new county but on file in
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call for the uee of some 226,000,000 47/ miner’s lnehea of eater, enough 

to Irrigate that many acres (Montana law makes It a general rule that one 

Inch to the acre shall be considered proper In absence of Information 

showing a greater or leaser need), or more than twice the total amount of 

land in Montana. The value of records can be questioned which permits 

the appropriation of such non-existent water, yet within this group 

of records there are many that can be verified as valid rights. 48/ it 

often happens that the present user does not have complete information 

about recorded appropriations on water which he is putting to use. There 

is no evidence in the County Clerk end Recorder’s office of a water rigjht 

unless it is recorded. Many rights that have been recorded have had no 

further publicity and no check has been made to see whether or not they 

represent rights that have been used, and little reference is made to 

these records unless a request is made by some person or agency for In-

46/ (continued) the old are transcribed and a copy filed in the new 
county. The figure given in the text (48,000) disregards these 
duplications. These figures are estimates based on preliminary 
figures available from the "Water Resources of Montana" study 
which have been compared with and reconciled as closely as pos
sible with those gathered in the compilation made by the State 
Engineer of Montana and reported in the Sixth Biennial Report for 
his office made in 1915.

47/ a s compiled by R. R. Renne in Montana Agricultural Experiment Sta
tion Bui. Ho. 516, "Montana’s Irrigation Resources," (The informa
tion was a compilation of figures gathered by the State Engineer’s 
office.)

48/ Investigations carried on in Treasure and Big Horn Counties, under 
■the "Water Resources of Montana and Their Use" study, show this to 
be true, but no accurate figures are yet available which would show 
the percentage of valid rights which have or do not have recorded 
appropriations.



formation. Hoirever, aa a result of such requests, individual rights for 

a particular stream are verified from time to time.

Adjudications

Records concerning adjudications are of the same category as are 

records of court actions and are kept in the office of the Clerk of the 

Court. For these actions there are three indexes, the "General Index to 

Court Records," the "Index to Civil Actions," and the "Judgment Docket."

In the "General Index to Court Records" is a record of all oases including 

those on eater rights. These are indexed according to the kind of action 

involved. Usually all water right cases are also in the "Index to Civil 

Actimas.* Reference to the location of eater right oases in the "Book of 

Decrees" is given in the "Index to Civil Actions" by page and case number. 

Information on all cases is usually in the "Judgment Docket." Only the 

case number and the date on which the separate actions which make up a 

case, such as the date the complaint was filed, the time of issuance of 

summons, Ihe date of filing answers and rendering of judgment, are re

corded in this "Docket." It occasionally happens that cases concerning 

water rights are recorded in this book and in no other. TShen this hap

pens there is not much information available. Information concerning a 

case is given in the "Book of Decrees" but if additional information is 

desired the "File Cases" can be referred to. One file case contains all 

the papers having to do with each particular case. The Clerk of the Court 

often has made up and available a record of the case numbers which have 

to do with water right oases. If this has been done he knows just where 

to look for the information having to do with any stream. It sometimes
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happens, as in three counties in Montana,49/ that a summary of decreed 

rights is made for one stream cr several so that it is possible to get 

the person’s name to mhom the water was decreed, the date of his right 

and the number of miner’s inches decreed. Where this occurs, it is be

cause of the extra work done by the incumbent in the County Clerk and 

Recorder’s office.
Data as to rights on individual farms or streams may be taken from 

the records for use by their owners or ty agencies to show that a water 

title is in force on certain lands. The form in Figure 2, showing the 

records as they mi^it be recorded, is in use only by the W. P. A. in Pro

ject W. R. 5116, "Water Resources of Montana and Their Use," and is used 

by them to record the water decree information from the Clerk of Court’s 

office. The information shown on this sample form (Figure 2) is taken 

from a decree recorded in the "Book of Decrees," Book 6, page 48, Meagher 

County. The information shown is typical of that available from the re

corded decrees in many counties. This form, as it is being used in the 

field in the W, F. A* study already mentioned, ie combined with that 

shown in Figure I. On that part shown in Figure I would have been the 

name of the stream and possibly some additional information. In this 

particular case, the name of the stream (Willow Creek) was given in addi

tion to that information shown in Figure 2. Information about these 

rights has usually been gathered by various agencies and groups for their 

own purposes.

49/ Granite and Cascade Counties, according to information from Harold 
Bowen, Project Supervisor, W, P. A#, and Park County each have some 
of these records. In Granite County a few are available. In Cas
cade County are only two, and copies of both of these are for sale 
by Clerk and Recorder. In Park County quite a number are available.

I

I
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According to the 1980 Ceneus, rights covering 806,729 acres have

been validated by the courts.50/

Montana’s Water Right Administration Problems 

In Montana 1,687,602 acres of irrigated land 51/, 14 power plants 53% 

many municipal water systems and various recreation facilities all demand 

their share of the water supply. Potential irrigation of an estimated 

possible 7,000,000 acres 63/ (the development of which has recently been 

accelerated) 64/, proposed power projects, and regulation in Montana for

50/ For the 43 counties for which a summary has been completed, the
wWater Resouroesw study shows 544,714 miner's inches. Seven of the 
remaining counties either have no decree or decrees covering a very 
few inches of water. The total in the remaining six counties, it is 
estimated, would bring the number of inches decreed to approximately 
the same as those given in the Census.

61/ wIGth Census of the United States, 1940," Agriculture, Montana, First 
Series, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1941.

62/ Monson, 0. W., Slagsvold, P. L., and McKee, Clyde, "irrigation Devel
opment in Montana,” Part I , Water Supply, Montana Agricultural Expe
riment Station, Bui. No. 555, Jem., 1938, p. 58,

55/ Harding, S. T . ,  "Irrigation Development in Montana," Montana Agricul
tural Experiment Station, Bui. No. 103, Jan., 1916, p. 531.

54/ For instance, John C. Page, Commissioner of Reclamation, in a letter 
to the President, submitting the "Program for Water Conseirvation and 
Utilisation" (77th Congress, 1st Session, Document No. 18), tells of 
the acres being brought into operation under the two Buffalo Rapids 
projects and the Saoo Divide project. Respectively, these are 
Buffalo Rapids No. I, 15,600 acres, No. 2, 11,600 acres, and Saoo 
Divide, 9,000 acres. From the "Preliminary Report on Development of 
Economic Opportunities in Montana for Migratory and Stranded Fami
lies," the State Water Conservation Board, cooperating with the Pub
lic Works Administration, has completed and under construction stor
age for 360,000 acre feet of water and has made contracts to sell 
the same to 2,139 purchasers thus creating an adequate supplemental 
irrigation supply for approximately 360,000 acres of land and has 
constructed 109 storage dame, 50 stookarater dame, 49 flood diversion 
dams, and 63 miles of canals. These 208 units will afford 107,000 
acre feet of storage with 50,000 irrigated acres below storage and 
diversion dams. In this same report, as a summary of projects avail
able and potential, are works calling for sufficient water to irri
gate 1,336,532 acres (some of these are already included in the tab
ulation given above).
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uses elsewhere, are additional uses for the State’s water. The limiting 

conditions of precipitation, size of drainage area, amount of water sup

ply, etc., are causing users in some areas to become increasingly aware 

of the discrepancy between the natural limitations, the possible uses of 

the water supply, and the uses possible under present administrative 

methods. Division of water is being made first in those areas where the 

people are aware of the problems, but eventually all water will likely be 

controlled. These factors accentuate the need for a perusal of adminis

trative procedure. The way in which the water supply is divided affects 

this study by indicating the problems that have arisen out of Montana’s 

present methods of water right administration.

Indefinite Procedure

In Montana under the present system of administration there is no 

exclusive procedure by which water rights may be established. There 1» a 

procedure set up in law, but compliance with it is not required. Of two 

rights established at the same time, precedence, upon adjudication, is 

given to the right established in compliance with the procedure set up in 

law. Thus, though the establishment of a water right requires only the 

use of water, often it is advantageous to comply with the procedure set 

up in law. Upon adjudication of the rights to the water of a stream, the 

recorded right has evidence of priority as to date. Holders of unrecord

ed rights must depend upon testimony given in the court to determine the 

date of the beginning of their ri^it.

The figure# presented in the 1950 Census show that 50.5 per cent 

of the irrigated lands in Montana have had their rights adjudicated. If



the amount of water decreed coincided with the amount recommended under 

law, one miner'e inch to the acre, then 805,729 miner’e inches would have 

been adjudicated. Earlier figures compiled in Montana indicated that 

465,055 miner's inches had been adjudicated in the State.55/

A preliminary summary of the material gathered from 571 streams in 

the present W« P. A. study shows that 544,714 miner's inches have been 

decreed In 45 counties. The returns from seven counties indicate that 

either there are no decrees in those counties or that decrees cover only 

a very small number of water users. Within six remaining counties is a 

considerable acreage of irrigated land, and it is possible that some 

rights have been decreed.

Cost of Adjudication

Actual data collected on recently adjudicated streams in Montana 

show a cost for adjudication of well over one dollar per miner's inch of 

water. (See Table I.) A conservative estimate would therefore place the 

costs of adjudications so far made in Montana in the neighborhood of 

#1,000,000.
— Individual—

The cost of cases as shown in Table I does not include many of the

incidental expenses connected with adjudication. Each person entering

in the decree must appear in the court. He usually must be on call to

appear at any time required during the time the court is in session. Extra

trips to town are necessary.- Meals and even lodging are also incidentals.

55/ Typewritten report compiled by Jeff Matthews, Research Assistant, 
Department of Agricultural Eoonomioe, Montana Agricultural Experi
ment Station, 1954.



TABLE I

ADJODIGATlCM COSTS PER MINER'S INCH ASD PER IRRIGATSD ACRE 

OF WATER RIGHTS RECENTLY ADJUDICATED IN MONTANA

Case
Nuaber of De
creed Rights

Total
Cost

$

Miner's
Inches
Decreed

Cost Per
Miner's
Inch
$

Irrigated
Acres

Cost Per 
Irrigated 

Acre
I

I 10 6116 4864 1.26 4496 1.36

2 18 7760 3775 2.06 a 2389 S #26 b

3 37 9315 6861 1.50 5600 2.59

&• Witii the addition of $6,500, the cost of an old decree, this would be $3.77. 

b. With same addition, as in "a", this would bo $5.97.
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Caae No. I -was in the process of being adjudicated for three years 

and the final trial took eleven days in court. In the process of adjudi

cation of Case No. 2, the complaint was filed on May 10, 1934, and the de

cree was not rendered until June I, 1938, after nine days in actual court 

proceedings. Case No. 3 was filed on October 4, 1934, and was decided on 

Jtine 4, 1958, after a trial period of fourteen days. Engineers' fees 

were felt to be satisfactory, but much dissatisfaction was expressed at 

some of the attorneys’ fees. Some attorneys, as an admitted practice, 

take into consideration in their charges the ability to pay and the loss

es they expect to sustain from not being able to collect. That may be 

the just way to charge, but the fact that charges are determined in that 

way is noticed by litigants, as indicated by comments made to the author. 

Attorneys charge more for service to the plaintiffs than to defendants 

because of the fewer number of cases of the former that they can handle 

at the same time.

In Case No. 3, three plaintiffs paid $2,500 of the $9,315 costs and 

received 380 inches of the 5,851 inches of water involved. In other 

words, by incurring 27 per cent of the costs they received only 7 per 

cent of the decreed water. Their costs were excessive in relation to the 

inches of water they received as compared to the costs paid and the water 

received by the defendants.

Water rights whleh have been appropriated but never recorded have 

been acquired at no expense to the owner. This is not to say that the 

owner has not spent money on making water available to his use; it is 

only to say that he has spent no money on acquiring objective evidence
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that he has a right to the use of a certain amount of water. For record

ing there is a #2.00 filing fee. Thus the 48,000 appropriations that 

have been filed in the County Clerk and Recorder's offices in the State 

have cost #96,000. The cost of transcribing the approximately 35,000 

records that have been changed from one county to another represents an 

expenditure of some #2,600. 56/

Each individual litigant has made an expenditure of money. In addi

tion, each case has been an expense to the State. For various purposes 

and at different times, these decrees have been copied from county 

records•

— State Agencies—

A compilation of all records pertaining to water rights was com

pleted in 1915 by the State Engineer's office through cooperation with 

the abstractors in the various counties. It would be very difficult to 

estimate the exact money cost of that undertaking, but an indication can 

be obtained by a comparison with the study 57/ now being carried on by 

the Work Projects Administration. This study so far has required 418 man 

months of labor to transcribe end gather these records in the field, at a 

cost of #70.00 per man month. This cost includes charges for supervision 

and administration of keeping a worker in tiie field. The total expendi

ture has been #29,260. Adding this to the sum already spent for record-

56/ This figure is based on the fact tiiat most entries appear to have
less than 100 words as indicated by a typical entry from commission
er's records, "Ordered that ...be employed to transcribe records 
from Gallatin County belonging to Park County at ten cents per folio 
(100 words) to be paid out of the Contingent Fund," taken from "Com
missioner's Journal” of Park County, Vol. I , page 8, June 8, 1887.

67/ The Survey, W. R. 5116, "Water Resources of Montana and Their Use."
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Ing makes at least $127,760 that has been spent on appropriation records, 

and this does not include the compilation that was made by the State 

Engineer.

Decrees also have been tabulated in County offices and collected at 

the irrigation project headquarters. This task has consumed 120 man 

months of labor which at $70.00 per man month amounts to $8,400.

The State Engineer’s office in Montana received an appropriation of 

$26,399 for the 1941-1942 biennium to carry on its activities, but stream 

gauging and work on interstate waters absorbs most of this amount.58/

— Federal Agencies— •

Although actual figures were unobtainable, money has been spent 

from time to time and is now being spent by various agencies on studies 

concerning Montana’s water use. The Bureau of Reolsmation has been mak

ing a study of ownership and use of water of the entire Yellowstone, 

Missouri, and Bitter Root basins. They have maintained offices at Bill

ings, Great Falls, and Helena to carry on these studies. Field crews 

have made complete reoozmaisenoe surveys of the entire valleys .59/ There 

has been cooperation between this agency, the State Water Conservation 

Board, and the Montana Power Company in some of this work. Studies of 

similar nature have been carried on in the Missouri and Yellowstone 

Valleys by the Army Corps of Engineers .60/ Including the amounts already

68/ Typewritten copy of "Appropriations of the State Engineer's Office," 
for 1941-1942.

59/ National Resources Planning Board, Memorandum to "Member Upper end 
Middle Missouri Drainage Basin Committees "A" and ”B", Field Office, 
Omaha, Nebraska, October 26, 1940, Mimeographed Pamphlet.

60/ Ajnnual Report of Montana Planning Board as of December 31, 1940.
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mentiooed, the present W, p. a » study hoe eo far expended $110,000 of 

$176,000 of Federal funds that were set aside and $18,000 of the $41,000 
appropriated ty the Sponsors (Montana State college).

It is impossible to estimate the total amount of money expended on 

these studies over a period of years. However, the foregoing figures 

quoted represent the minimum amount already spent on such activity.

Insoourity of Aequired Righta

Montana’s present method of water rights administration has sur

vived the many attempts to bring about Ita change. Thla might b# taken 

as sn Indication that it has, in the main, fulfilled the expressed needs 

for it. This method gives the use of water, with few exceptions, to 

those first making an appropriation.61/ For many who have esquired 

rights in this way and who have never expended further funds to have 

their right adjudicated, the present method of administration in Montana 

has probably been the loaet expensive. Thsy have, no doubt, received as 

much return from their right as they eould have in any other way. CitL- 

sene of Montana have contributed, through taxes, to studies which various 

agencies have made. However, whether they contributed in exact propor

tion to the return they have received from the use of water is problemat

ical.

Water right administration, as lndieated by Information from vari

ous owners in Montana, does not allow full protection of existing rights.

Ql/ Exception# have occurred where court# have decided that a later 
ease may be more beneficial than an earlier one. Cases ere rare 
in Montana.
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Information gathered in W. R. 5116, "Water Resources of Montana and Their 

Uee," showed that one right had been taken through court on five separate 

occasions«62/ In Case Ho. 2, shown in Table I, two rights went through 

the courts two separate times at an expenditure of almost double the cost 

of the average decrees. Another case, one of several possible examples, 

was tried three separate times. In the first two times in court, two 

rights were not even mentioned, which in the third trial received the two 

rights to water in the stream prior to all others on the stream.

Inoompleteness of Water Right Records

The decree is a useful instrument in water right administration, 

but the Information concerning decrees, at the present time, is not 

always as complete as desired. The number of inches of water to which a 

right is entitled, as of a certain priority, is stated in the decree.

This is no indication, however, of the amount of water available at the 

time needed for use 63/ nor of how many rights precede it in date. In 

addition there is no assurance given in the decree that the water to 

which it is entitled will be supplied by the flow of water in the stream. 

There may be rights on the stream which, when totaled, demand a great 

deal more than the flow of water in the stream. The case shown as No. 5 

in Table I is a good example. The water commissioner's reports show that 

the biggest flow distributed at any one time of this stream was 2,792 

inches, yet the decreed rights call for 6,851 inches of water. Even this

62/ On the Ruby River on which rights are now under dispute,
65/ Montana Agricultural Experiment Station, Spec. Report Ho. 8, "Water 

Resources of Montana and Their Use," Part I, Vol. I, Fob.,1941,p.16.
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flow, small as it was in relation to the number of inches decreed, lasted 

for only a short time in the seasons of 1959 and 1940. In those seasons 

the oosmd.ssioner measured water from the time of beginning irrigation 

until the IOth and 12th of August, respectively. In 1939 there were only 

681 miner's inches of water and in 1940 only 186 miner's inches of water 

to be distributed on those dates mentioned.64/

There are people who feel that the present methods of water right 

administration have advantages over any other. The following expressions 

of opinions from lawyers in Montana indicate their attitudei "These 

records are now fully available in the office of the Clerk of the Court 

of each county where irrigation is used" and also, that "The present 

Recorder's office is adequate and that is where the lawyer expects to 

find the records when he needs them" as well as "I ... have found the 

laws quite sufficient including the method of recording end keeping reo- 

orde."66/ However, these opinions cannot be substantiated from informa

tion collected in this study.

Inaccessability of Water Right Records

Studies have shown that records compiled by the State and other 

agencies are relatively lnacoessable. The following Illustration will 

indicate the difficulty which one prospective settler encountered in ob

taining sufficient knowledge for settlement in Montana. This is a 

lawyer’s answer to a client concerning inquiry about a project in northern

64/ From Water Commissioner'e reports on Meagher County, filed in the 
office of the Clerk of Court.

66/ Taken from letters received by the author in the course of this study.
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Mcmtanae "I was unable to state to him -whether he would have a water 

right In the event of the purchase of the lend, or, whether his water 

right would be subject to other rights which would in effect defeat or 

render practically useless the water rights upon the land in question.

The result was that ay client refused to purchase the land,"66/

Heads of several agencies now spending money for such information 

were asked the question, "Are you able to get the information you need 

concerning water supply, water rights, water use (present and potential), 

ownership and duty from records as they exist and are kept at present, 

in MontanaT” In answer, Tom Hereford, State Farm Security Supervisor, 

says, "Securing such information is difficult, involved, time consuming, 

and results often incomplete. The reason is naturally that records are 

usually incompletei such records as do exist often must be assembled from 

several sourcesi and finally, they must often be supplemented through 

field investigation."67/ In answer to the same question, Ray B. Haight, 

State representative of the Bureau of Agricultural Bconomios, says, "We 

are not able to get needed information on the material indicated in the 

question given above because it is not compiled."68/

The Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the United States Depart

ment of Agriculture has published reports on some of the drainage basins 

of Montana and is in the process of carrying out further studies as a 

basis of still other reports. For information they have gone to the

66/ Taken from letters received by the author in the course of this stu^p 
67/ Letter dated December SI, 1941.
68/ Letter of December 8, 1941.
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Agricultural Adjuatment Adndniatraticm, Farm Security, Soil Conservation 

Service, Geological Survey, Weather Bureau, Montana State Water Conserva

tion Board, Montana State Agricultural Experiment Station, Indian Agencies, 

National Farm Loan Association, County Land Uae Planning Committees,

County Agents, Federal Land Bank, State Geologist, School of Mines, State 

Engineer, Water Commissioner and their records, Montana State Extension 

Service, soil surveys. Forest Service, Rural Eleotrifioation Administra

tion, Division of Crop and Livestock Marketing, State Land Planning 

Specialist and State Bureau of Mines and Geology. Jeff Flannigan, Asso

ciate Water Planning Analyst with the Bureau, who has "been helping to 

write up the above mentioned and similar reports, now transferred to 

Montana from New Mexico, says, wWork that in New Mexico would take at 

most a half day to get out of the State records there takes about two 

months to get in this State. Information is better even then, when taken 

from New Mexico records, than when acquired in Montana.”69/

69/ From interview of April 5, 1942.
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A SYSTEM OF CENTRAL OFFICE ADMINISTRATION FOR MONTANA

A central office is the means of carrying out the provision, 

allowed by the United States Congress, that the State shall govern the 

use of waters within its boundaries • A central office is set up by the 

State Legislature. It is a branch of the State government set up by law 

to administer the water rights in the State. Usually this branch is in 

connection with the State Engineer's office and he is the individual put 

in charge. The policy to be adopted by the central agency in regard to 

water resources of the State is expressed in the code of law which sets 

up the central office. The central office subsequently develops its pro

cedures •

Adminlstration as it Functions in Other States 

Of the seventeen semi-arid states in which irrigation is practiced, 

all but Montana have some form of centralised administration of water 

rights. Kansas has laws allowing such an institution but has not yet 

made complete administration effective.70^ Physical conditions, in these 

semi-arid states, vary widely and individual procedures followed in ad

ministering water rights are not alike. However, the systems set up in 

the "Water Codes" of these western states follow a general pattern and, 

as these have been the subject of numerous books and bulletins, they will 

not be dealt with at length here. Information is available on the water 

right laws of all these states, but direct information for this study was

7o/ United States Department of Agriculture, "State Legislation for Bet- 
ter Land Use," a special report by an inter-bureau committee, 1941.
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fumlflhed by only eleven of "the seventeen states mentioned above. The 

agpncles set up in these eleven states to administer water rights are*

In Washington, the Department of Conservation and Development with a 

Division of Water Resources; In Nebraska, the Department of Roads and Ir

rigation; in Idaho, the Department of Reclamation; in North Dakota, the 

State Water Conservation Commission; in Oklahoma, the Planning and Re

sources Board; and in South Dakota, Oregon, Dtah, Wyoming, and Nevada, 

the Office of the State Engineer.

The codes cover the general situation having to do with water 

rights but the State Engineers, or persons in like capacities, are given 

broad powers to make rules and regulations which they feel will best 

carry out the provisions of the code. In the Wyoming water code, which 

is typical of the laws of the other western states, "waters of all ... 

are hereby declared to be the property of the State.,.. There shall be 

constituted a board of control, to be composed of the State Engineer and 

superintendents of the water divisions which shall, under such regula

tions as may be prescribed by law, have the supervision of the waters of 

the state."7l/ In Oklahoma, "The State Engineer shall make all necessary 

rules and regulations to carry into effect the duties devolving upon hie 

office and may change the same at hie discretion."72/

Mead, a number of years ago, stated that* "Every working code of 

irrigation laws should provide for three things, and its success depends

71/ State of Wyoming, "Wyoming Irrigation Laws," compiled by L. C.
Bishop, State Engineer, and L. R. Tyson, Jr., Assistant Secretary 
of the Planning and Water Conservation Board.

72/ State of Oklahoma, "Water Laws of Oklahoma," April 16, 1940.
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largely on the way this is done. These are* (I) an accessible and trust

worthy record of preliminary filings cm streams; (2) a clear definition 

of water rights and a simple, orderly, and inexpensive procedure for their 

determination; (5) some means of dividing streams in times of scarcity in 

order that the holders of prior rights may be protected.73/

To secure an accessible and trustworthy record under the provisions 

of a water rights code it becomes the duty of the central office to set 

up the procedure for citizens to follow in acquiring a water right.

After the application has been received, the first step in the above men

tioned states, it is the duty of the central office to see that an inves

tigation is made. If it is found that the application is valid in regard 

to supply and beneficial use, a certificate is granted showing the owner

ship of that right. The main difference between the procedures of the 

different states in regard to the acquirement of rights is that of grant

ing a certificate. In some states a certificate must be granted whether 

or not there appears to be sufficient water to supply the desired appro

priation, but in most the certificate is granted coaly when this fact is 

substantiated through investigation. In these states, once it has been 

established, a central office becomes the only means through which a 

water right may be lawfully acquired. The filing of an application with 

the State Engineer is demanded by law and must be complied with. In 

Washington, for instance, "subject to existing rights all waters within 

the State belong to the public, and any right thereto, or to the use

7S/ Mead, op. cit«, pp. 15 and 16.
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thereof, shall he hereafter acquired only by appropriation for beneficial 

use and In the manner provided and not otherwise»"74/ In Oregon, "rights 

to the use of unappropriated waters are initiated by filing an applica

tion with the State Engineer."76/ In Nebraska, "any person Intending 

to appropriate any of the public waters ... shall make an application."76/

In Utah*no appropriation of water may be made and no rights to the 

use thereof Initiated and no notice of intent to appropriate shall be 

recognized except application for such appropriation first be made to the 

State Engineer in the manner hereinafter provided and not otherwise."77/

In Arizona, "any person, including a municipality, the Staite, or the 

United States intending to acquire the right to the beneficial use of 

water, shall make an application to the commissioner for a permit to make 

an appropriation of water."78/

In line with the second of Mead's requisites, Harding says that a 

complete and reliable record of all old rights is the foundation for 

their protection as well as the basis for a state administrative system.?*/ 

Such a record is compiled by making surveys of the irrigated lands and 

determining the way in which water is to be apportioned to that land. 

Information received for this study shows that surveys are made by the

74/ State of Washington, Department of Conservation and Development, 
Division of Hydraulics, "Water Code relating to the regulation and 
control of waters within the State and rights to the use thereof," 
April, 1935.

75/ Lewis, John D., "The Oregon System of Water Titles," Office of the 
State Engineer, Bui. No. 2, Salem, Oregon, April 16, 1942.

76/ Nebraska Department of Roads and irrigation, "Laws Governing Irriga
tion, Water Power and Drainage of Natural Lakes," 1936.

77/ "Water Laws of Utah," 1941.
78/ "Revised Water Code of the State of Arizona," PhoenixJDriz.,July, 1929,
79/ Harding, S. T., "Water Rights for irrigation," Stanford University 

Press, Stanford University, California, 1936, pp. 7 and 169.



eentral office but tiiat the instigation of determination proceedings may 

be made either by the water users or by the central office. Proceedings 

of adjudication may be carried out by the officials of the central office 

or by the court directly. Appeal to the court, in any case, is never 

denied.

In liyoming, the state which first brought a "water code" into 

being, the board of control prepares notices and sets dates for the hear

ing of adjudication proceedings. Each commissioner in his own division 

is acting judge for the taking of testimony in regard to any case. 

Claimants are furnished with blank forms for their statements. A date is 

set for contesting any claims. After this procedure a hearing is held 

for determining priorities and then certificates are issued for the right.

Distribution of water under a eode is generally placed in charge 

of commissioners. InTfltymnlng superintendents control the commissioners 

of their division in the matter of distribution of water. Each of the 

superintendents (there are four in Vtyomlng) is responsible to the State 

Engineer. The commissioners are appointed by the Governor to divide 

water among users according to their priority .8o/

In Utah, "whenever in the judgment of the State engineer, or the 

district court, it is necessary to appoint one or more water commissioners 

for the distribution of water from any river system or water source, such 

commissioners shall be appointed annually by the State engineer, after 

consultation with the water users."Si/

80/ State of Wyoming, "Wyoming Irrigation Laws," pp. 54-59.

Si/ State of Utah, "Water Laws," 1941, p. 49.

-52-
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In Nevada, "There shall "be appointed by the Governor upon recommen

dation of the State engineer, one or more mater commissioners for any 

stream subject to regulation by the State engineer.,.."82/

Proposed System of Administration for Montana 

Any system of central office administration recommended for Montana 

would likely be patterned after systems as they have been developed in 

other states. Under the system proposed for Montana by the members of 

the Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute, "The State Engineer shall 

have general supervision of the public waters of the State and of the 

offices connected therewith.... He shall inspect and require needed in

formation to be presented on all water works for which it is felt neces

sary to do so. He shall regulate and control the diversion and measure

ment of water. He shall keep necessary records. He shall render a 

biennial report to the Governor. There shall be district water commis

sioners appointed by the State Engineer whose duties shall be to divide 

the water supplies of their respective districts."8g/

It has been proposed, as a part of this system, that Montana laws 

make it mandatory that "a certified copy of notices of appropriation of 

water be forwarded to the State Engineer by the County Clerks." It is 

suggested that "the County Assessor prepare forms for all water right 

claimants." The "County Assessor is to assess a water right license tax."

82/ State of Nevada, "Nevada Water Laws," Sept., 1941. 
Sg/ See Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Meeting.



He Ie to "prepare statements from returns” and to make them public 

records. "Failure to make return is prime facie presumption of abandon
ment."

Under the proposed system for Montana the State Engineer, upon 

the filing of a petition claiming the right to the use of water by one or 

more persons within the State,may, if he considers it to the interest of 

the public, file a plea for adjudication with the court of the district, 

wherein the water flows, which is most convenient to the claimants of 

water rights. He shall issue a summons to all shown to be interested in 

using water from that supply. Defendants shall within twenty days file 

verified answers with the Clerk of the Court. The case shall then be 

referred by the Judge to the State Engineer for the taking of testimony 

at a hearing the time and dates of which are the duty of the State Engi

neer to set. The expenses are to be taxed as costs. The State Engineer 

files with the District Court a transcript of the testimony together with 

a full and complete report and findings which shall be the basis of the 

court’s decision. 84/

Meeting Montana’s Water Right Administration Problems

Economic use of water depends upon a proper balance between water 

supply and land and facilities for the beneficial use of the water on the 

land. Lack of information leading to failure in achieving this balance, 

either by over- or under-appropriation, leads to waste. The purpose of 

administration of water rights in a state should be to achieve this bal

ance as nearly as possible.

84/ Fifth Manual Meeting, pp. 57-88.



Hardlng states that "there are three principal parts of legisla

tion governing water rights: (I) Acquirement of new rights, (2) Adjudi

cation of old rights, and (S) Administration of rights«"85/ The first 

two of these establish the basis for the latter.

Establishing a Basis for Administration of Water Rights

Ho exclusive procedure has in the past definitely regulated the 

acquirement of water rights in Montana. There has been a lawful method, 

but this has been a suggested procedure instead of a compulsory one.

This has allowed many rights to be acquired about which there is no 

record.

— Acquirement of Hew Rights—

The adoption of a definite exclusive procedure such as that given 

in Montana's proposed code would make it mandatory that records be made 

of appropriation and would result in records which are not actually in 

use being cleared from the books in which are recorded the rights.

Bhder procedure of this nature the appropriator would have a bona 

fide right as soon as it is passed upon by the State Engineer's office. 

He would be required to make application to the office and in turn would 

be dependent on It for gaining a right. Such a right, if all rights on 

the stream had been acquired through the central office, would in all 

respects be the same as an adjudication.

The cost of acquiring a right under this method would Involve the 

sending of the application to the State Engineer, an examination of the

-65-

85/ Harding, S. T., "Water Rights for Irrigation," Stanford Bhiversity 
Press, 1956, p. 158.
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place of use, and an Issuance of a certificate. A charge would be made 

for the certificate, but the procedure followed in the examination would 

be entirely at the discretion of the Supervisor of Hydraulics. The 

charge as made in Washington amounts to about $18 for a right to water 

sufficient to irrigate as much as twenty acres.86/ In Utah $2*50 is 

charged for examining and filing application to appropriate ten second- 

feet of water and $1.00 for each additional second-foot. "The engineer 

shall charge not to exceed $10 a day for himself and $6 a day for his 

assistant for conducting field examination.87/

Water right requests would be examined at the time of their incep

tion. The granting of a certificate would confirm this. When rights 

were subjected to an adjudication this information would be already at 

hand. By Triwg access to the records so convenient, the need for various 

studies such as have taken place in Montana in order to collect these 

records would be unnecessary.

What records were on file would have been weeded out eo that aban

donments would be a matter of record and there would be no rights which 

were not on record.

Rights acquired under this procedure would be examined by experts 

in water flow and water duly. Prom its inception a right would be more 

secure because of a better understanding of what a water right was and 

what it should do.

86/ State of Washington, wTenth Biennial Report of the Department of 
Conservation and Development," John Brook Fink, Director, Oot. I,
1638 - Sept. 50, 1940.

87/ "Water Laws of Utah," 1941, p. 21.
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— Adjudication of Old Rights—

Montana's present method of adjudicating water rights, as has 

already been pointed out, has recently been changed to allow the State 

Engineer to introduce action on any stream of Montana whenever he sees 

fit to do so.

This change gives the present method of adjudicating old rights 

the advantages under law of allowing most of tiie adjudication proceedings 

to be carried on under the guidance of experts in water right matters.

This allows under the present method some of the same advantages that have 

been gained by putting a central office into effect in other states.

Instigation of water right determination proceedings under a 

central agency is by that authority. The head of the agency and his 

staff are versed in water right problems and have had much experience»

All the information on the situation in regard to any place is readily 

available and he can immediately get it. It is possible under this type 

of proceedings to make water appurtenant to land. It is then possible to 

map the irrigated lands end show the source of water supply. See Figure 

5. 88/

88/ In Oregon, "A published record by stream systems ... will be issued. 
It will give priority, purpose, period, place and quantity for each 
recorded right, with name and address of the owner."

The plat, shown in Figure 5, shows the clearness with which 
water rights can be recorded when water is made appurtenant to the 
place of use. It shows the character and extent of water rights as 
established for each forty-acre field.

Similar plats for each township in the State are kept in a 
loose-leaf book and indexed for quick reference. Upon these are 
compiled all information relating to water as it accumulates.

Lands not shaded must under present circumstances remain with
out water. Lands B, C, and D will not receive water unless contem
plated works are constructed within the time allowed. Purchasers 
buy with knowledge of the fact presented to them.
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Sourcot

Figure 3. Map of Location 

And Source of "Vator Under water Rights. *
"The Oregon System of hater Titles", Office of State 

Engineer, Salem, Oregon, Bui. No. 2, April, 1912.

*See Footnote No. 88 for explanation



0# W. Ierealson of the Irrigation and Drainage Department of the 

Utah State Agricultural College says* "If the public were represented 

in all proceedings for the purpose of defining vested water rights, and 

if the definition of rights were baaed on long time, painstaking, un

biased duty of water and other investigations, it is believed that per

manency or period of endurance of each decree could be greatly increased 

and the ultimate cost of litigation thereby decreased and also that the 

Interests of both the individual and the public would be thereby better 

protected."89/

The information available on the costs connected with these rights 

did not furnish the basis for a rigorous analysis of the purpose of ex

penditures nor did it show how well this work was being carried on by the 

central agency. However, some cost information of a similar nature to 

that which would accompany the putting into effect of a like agency in 

Montana was received concerning the determination and certification of 

water rights. The data concerning costs of determining rights under a 

central agency were more complete from Oregon than from any other state. 

The first three years’ work in gathering a complete and reliable record 

of old rights, involved 25 stream systems, 265,055 acres, and 2,000 

claims for water. There were 965 separate rights fully determined on 16 

of these streams at a cost of $8,111. These involved water for 89,034 

acres. The Circuit Court confirmed the granting of 496 certificates on 

nine of the streams, covering 64,902 acres. One hundred and ten acres 

was the average size of tract covered by a certificate. The cost of a

89/ Isrealson, 0. W., "Legislation Concerning Water Rights," Circular 
No. 38, Utah Agrieultural Experiment Station, Dec., 1918.
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eertifioate for that number of acres was $1.10. During a three-year 

period, 1,024 permits to appropriate water were approved front 2,084 appli

cations, at a cost of $30,000. 90/

British Columbia spent approximately $600,000 for investigations 

to put 8,000 records on file in their central agency.Si/

Utah has had, except for a period when the authority for doing so 

•was under dispute by the courts, a revolving fund of $16,000 out of which 

the expenses of determining water rights are paid and into which the fees 

collected for this service are put.92/

The first 18 months of determining rights and issuing certificates 

in the state of Washington required the expenditure of an appropriated 

sum of $26,000. 93/

In Wyoming only a few streams were adjudicated each year and the 

costs were nominal. Appropriators now pay an initial fee of $2.00 ($1.00 

for filing the appropriation and $1.00 toward the maintenance of the 

State Board of Control) and pay for the survey which is made by engineers 

of the State office. The cost of securing a defined right is consider

ably less in Wyoming than in Colorado, where rights are adjudicated as in 

Montana.94/

90/ Lewis, John H*, "The Oregon System of Water Titles," Bui. Ho. 2, 
Office of the State Engineer, Salem, Oregon, April 16, 1912.

91/ Letter of Deo. 2, 1941, from J. E. Lane, Deputy Comptroller, Depart
ment of Land, Water Rights Branch.

92/ The State of Montana, "Twenty-First Biennial Report of the State 
E n g i n e e r Jbly I, 1956, to JUne 30, 1938.

93/ Letter of Dec. 4, 1941, by Charles J. Bartholet, Supervisor of 
Hydraulics.

94/ T. C. Bishop, State Engineer of Wyoming, in a letter of Dec. 8, 1941, 
says, "I do not believe there is any manner by which you oould eval-
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Ia Idaho the coat of ^collecting all records," according to B. V* 

Berg, Commissioner of Reclamation, "did not exceed |5,000."9S/

An original expenditure of #4,000 established the Board of Irriga

tion in Nevada. This Board was made responsible for irrigation and 

hydrographic studies.96/

Charges made to water right owners for the surveys In several 

states either defray or help to defray all of the expenses. Both in 

Oregon end Utah charges ere made for the services of the workers on their 

respective staffs. Oregon collected #41,382 for services which were made 

at a cost to the State of #30,000. Utah’s upkeep of her revolving fund 

necessitates the collection of at least the same amount as expended.

64/ (continued) uate the post of our system In dollars and cents as com
pared with the cost in Montana. However, I will give you a concrete 
example of two rights from the Little Snake River, which would seem 
comparable, and for convenience re will designate them as "A" and "Bw • 
*A", located in Hymning, hired a surveyor and had maps and applica
tions prepared at a cost of #50 and filing fee of #2. He built the 
system to irrigate 480 acres and submitted proof of appropriation and 
paid the statutory fee of #2, a total cost to "A" of #34. "B", lo
cated in Colorado, just across the line, hired a surveyor, had maps 
and applications prepared at a cost of $30 and a filing fee of #10.
He built the system to Irrigate 480 acres. To prove his right, he 
was obliged to have a survey made to determine just what land had 
actually been irrigated, at a cost of #20. (In Wyoming, the Board of 
Control accepts the affidavit of the claimant on this.) He was 
obliged to employ an attorney to place the matter before the court, 
at a cost of $100 and to pay the surveyor $10 to testify as an expert 
witness. He also paid the advertising, amounting to #20 end three 
witnesses, at a cost of #12, a total cost to "B” of $192, or a dif
ference of $168 or more than five times as much for the appropriator 
in Colorado, which state has a system similar to that in Montana.

"I have known cases in Colorado where an appropriator with a 
small area irrigated has refused to complete an adjudication after 
having completed the project, on the grounds that the cost would be 
more than the value of the irrigated land."

95/ Letter of December 8, 1941.
96/ State of Nevada, "Biennium Report of the State Engineer," for the 

period July I, 1938, to June 30, 1940.
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Recording Water Rights

The use of water la a vested right* It is a property right that 

can, under certain conditions, he bought, sold or transferred, and ae 

such a certificate of it should be a matter of record. This record 

should be kept up to date and its entire history made available in one 

place in the State*97/

Certain procedures are unquestionably more efficient than others. 

"Long experience has shorn definitely that centralized procedure is pro

ductive of better results tiian the old system of posting and filing 

notices**«."98/ The state can hire experts to advise in carrying out 

the functions involved in handling complicated physical problems con

nected with water. The central office can inform individuals and agen

cies about water resources and their use.99/ Aside from this, the 

recorded water ri^rfce would be valuable for other purposes«

A compilation of all water rights in the basin (Yellowstone), 

listed in order of their seniority, would be very helpful in the draft

ing of an interstate compact.IOO/ "The possibility of establishing 

plans for future water use based on factual data is assisted materially

97/ Letter from E. V. Berg, Commissioner of Reclamation, State of Idaho, 
Dec. 8, 1941.

98/ United States Department of Agriculture, "State Legislation for 
1 Better Land Use," A special report by an inter-bureau committee, 

1941, p* 25.
99/ Frcm a letter of Feb. 16, 1942, by Wells A, Hutchins.
IOC/ Federal Power Commission, "Preliminary Report on Yellowstone River 

Basin," Bureau of Engineering, Denver Regional Office, Dec., 1940, 
p. 101.
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by an accurate and complete record of diversions from each and every 

source of supply together with other materials and aids available to a 

central agency.IOl/

Aside from the acquirement of new rights and the adjudication of 

old rights, recording is necessary to any organized system of administra

tion. In some states, many other duties are performed by the central 

office. In Utah, for instance, some of these are* to inspect dams, aid 

federal courts, cooperate with other states, confer with county engineers, 

make recommendations to the Governor and cooperate in surveys with the 

federal government. 102/ The central offices in the various states co

operate with the United States Geological Survey in measuring streams and 

carrying on snow survey work. The office of the State Engineer carries 

out this work in Montana at present. Uhder a central office it would be 

possible to have records of these various functions a part of a single 

system of records.

For instance, information from gauging stations on a stream could 

be incorporated. These records indicate the discharge of a stream for 

each day in the year and o&n be compared with storage and flowing rights 

by means of a chart. (See Figure 4.) Surplus water available for new 

appropriations is shown on this same chart. It is possible to build up 

summaries of this information in the form of tables which will show total 

figures for the different areas. (See Table II.)

101/ Letter of Dec. 8, 1941, from L. C* Bishop, Wyoming State Engineer. 

102/ Ibid., pp. 1-81.
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TABLE II.

PRELIMINARY SUMMAHYa/ OF PRESENT AND MAXIMUM WATER 

USE IIT TREASURE COUNTY, 1940.

Present Maximum

Total acres irrigated 21,126 28,286

Type of irrigation 

LIt o stream

Ditch company 12,860 19,706
Private ditch 1,657 1,849

Flood

Artificial 5,041 5,041
Natural 5,688 5,688

Source of water

Yellowstone River 12,868 19,968
Big E o m  River 1,659 1,689
Tullock Creek 2,181 2,181
Sarpy Creek 2,980 2,980
Other 1,668 1,668

Canale

Rancher 4,676 6,557
Yellowstone irrigation District 6,626 7,514
Box Elder 1,116 1,470
North Sanders 0 5,658
Big Horn - Tullock 1,659 1,689
Eysham Cooperative O 140

a/ This Table is built up from individual schedules, -which, in turn, 
are a compilation of all Information available from all sources 
cooperating.

Source* Work Projects Administration (w. P. 5116), "Water Resources 
of Montana and Their Use."
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Costs under the oentrelised procedure for this type of work ere 

not excessive. During the 1959-1940 biennium, $84,000 was expended in 

Nebraslca for administering rights, securing hydrographic data, and main

taining the records relative to water appropriations.105/

The Board of irrigation in Nevada now receives $1,600 per biennium. 

For the 1958-1940 biennium, the State Engineer’s office in Nevada re

ceived $26,000 from the Legislature.104/

The administration of the central agency during the 1956-1958 

biennium cost $46,165 in Utah.106/

The Division of Hydraulics and Water Resources spends, including 

other activities besides the appropriation of water, between $50,000 and 

$36,000 during each biennium in the State of Washington. 106/

Costs of maintaining the central agency in Oklahoma are very 

small.107/

103/ Letter dated Dec. 6, 1941, by Dana S. Jones, Jf., Assistant Chief, 
Bureau of Irrigation, Water Power and Drainage.

104/ State of Nevada, "Biennial Report of the State Engineer," for the 
period July I, 1958, to June 50, 1940, p. 156.

105/ State of Utah, "Twenty-First Biennial Report of the State Engineer 
to the Governor of Utah," for the biennium July I, 1956, to June 50, 
1958, p. 206.

106/ State of Washington, "Tenth Biennial Report of the Department of 
Conservation and Development," Oct. I, 1958, to Sept. 50, 1940, 
pp. 2 6—27.

107/ From letter of Dec. 4, 1941, from Don McBride, Director, Divisions 
of Planning and Water Resources and Oklahoma Planning and Resources 
Board* "In this state the office of State Engineer has been buffet
ed around from the Highway Department to the Department of Agricul
ture, to the Planning and Resources Board and now is a part of the



Much of the expenditure by central agencies in other states is met 

by fees assessed to those benefiting directly from the rights. Applica

tions for rights and their investigations in Nebraska returned #21,690 in 

fees during the 1989-1940 biennium.106/

Power license fees collected return sufficient money to cover 

these costs as well as the funds expended for cooperative work with the 

United States Geological Service in the State of Washington.109/

Fees returned #6,275 in Utah .H O /

In British Columbia an annual revenue of #560,000 is received, 80 

per cent of which comes from power companies.111/

107/ (continued) Oklahoma Planning and Resources Board, now called the 
Division of Water Resources. The actual cost of the keeping of the 
records in this state is practically nil and the department has been 
able to collect, so far, actual costs for making hydrographic sur
veys. The hydrographic surveys are made by the engineers that are 
kept on our force for other activities. Frankly, I believe it is 
possible to set up a State Engineer’s office to administer the water 
rights of the State and make such office entirely self-supporting, 
and I am sure the advantages are worth considering by any state 
legislature. For instance, in our state our office cooperates with 
the United States Geological Survey in stream gaging, with the 
Bureau of Reclamation in investigating projects, and we are the 
liaison agent for the A m y  Engineers on public hearings and with 
the Department of Agriculture.

108/ State of Nebraska, "Twenty-Third Biennial Report of the Department 
of Roads and Irrigation," Part 2, 1939-1940, p. 14.

109/ State of Washington, op. cit., p. 27.

H O /  State of Utah, op. cit., p# 207.

Ill/ Letter of Dec. 2, 1941, from J. E. Lane, Deputy comptroller. Depart
ment of Land, Water Rights Branch.
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Changing Social Trends
Society Is Interested in those people who benefit from the use of 

water. Private ownership of water rig&ts allows personal profit. Per

sonal profit has been conducive of allowing the principle, prevalent 

during most of the history of the United States, of exploitation to be 

practiced by individuals, whether or not such practice is beneficial to 

society. As against this, water rights in the hands of the State or 

Ration might allow water to be distributed so that use could be made of 

it on the basis of greatest social benefit. Water rights are acquired 

under laws set up by the state, but the principle of beneficial use has 

not played as prominent a part in deciding the uses to be made of water 

as is likely in the future. To divide the supply of water on the basis 

of beneficial use may mean that returns will not accrue to the same 

individuals as under private use. This might mean the taking away of the 

right to the use of water from those whose use made the least return to 

society.
Water right in its simplest form is the putting of water to use.

Law is the basis of the perpetuation of water rights end of water right 

records, Under law a water right is what the State makes it.112/

H g /  By their ratification of State constitutions the Congress of the 
United States granted to those states that had placed within their 
constitution a section taking it for granted, the right of control 
over the water within their boundaries. Article III, Sec. 15 of 
the Montana Constitution says, "The use of all water ... shall be 
held to be a public use," thus law concerning water, if, quoting 
State et. al. v. Atchison et. al. 96 M  555, "the public welfare re
quires its exercise, rests entirely wTth the legislature," and, 
quoting Spratt v. Helena Power Transmission Co., 57 M 60, "The 
language of this section, in the light of our history and natural 
conditions, in a region where the conservation and use of its water 
is all-important to its development and progress, is a mandate from 
the sovereign people to the courts."
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Authority over water, especially in the interest of navigation, is being 

disputed between the United States and the individual states H g / , but 

until this question is more fully settled, the authority for the states1 

retaining control is seemingly implicit in several United States Supreme 

Court decisions. States have the right of jurisdiction in the matter of 

water, over the beds of streams, and the right of determining which of 

the doctrines, appropriation or riparian, they wish to adopt. 114/ The 

Supreme Court has sent back to the individual states the cases concerned 

with determining rights on interstate streams as a matter to be settled 

between the states and has indicated that it prefers not to pass on 

questions of interstate water use. Montana, under the present system, 

has no means of expressing an opinion as to the amount of water awarded 

by or used under existing rights.

Water rights protect existing uses of water, guide settlers or 

purchasers of lends and protect those persons proposing to build new 

ditches or reclaim additional land.115/ Previously, protection of exist

ing rights has been an Intra-state matter, but where a stream crosses a 

state line, it new also becomes an interstate matter as well.

H g /  Federal Power Commission, "Preliminary Report on Yellowstone River 
Basin, Bureau of Engineering, Denver Regional Office, Dco*, 1940.

114/ Stone, Clifford A*# “Adjusting Water Rights Between States," mimeo
graphed report of address made before the Western State Engineer’s 
Association, Great Falls, Sept. 25, 1940*

H S /  Mead, Blwood, "Water Rights on the Missouri River and Its Tribu
taries,” Uttited States Department of Agriculture, Bui. No* 58, 18 99, 
pp. 15-16.



To
rn Montana rivers rise which drain a large part of Western united 

States. These rivers flow into three distinct regions. Montana’s poli

cies are thus affected hy the policies having to do with three regional 

areas. Two of these areas, only, are in the United States, those of the 

Columbia and Missouri Rivers, while that of the St. Mary River is in 

Canada. Montana is in the process of working out a compact with the 

states of Wyoming and North Dakota on the Yellowstone River.

In the Pacific Northwest, Region No. 9, the Columbia River is the 

unifying influence which must be stressed. On its present and potential 

water supply depends the future agricultural, industrial, and population 

growth of the Pacific Northwest. One of the most important problems con

fronting all but a very limited part of the region is its effective use 

and management of this water supply. "The greatest single unifying fac

tor, the most potent element in the past, present, and future development 

of the Northwest Is the Columbia River.... Measures designed to control 

run-off are of paramount importance. Storage facilities to regulate 

stream flow, conserve flood waters, and prevent floods, the protection 

or replanting of denuded watersheds, and the development of sound land 

use practices, are essential to the conservation of water.... Consider

able research is needed to determine more exactly the water requirement 

of various types of land and crops in order to make the most effective 

use of available as well as potential supplies«" This statement is made 

in "Pacific Northwest Resources in Outline," prepared and published by 

the Northwest Regional Council, Portland, Oregon, May, 1940.
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The Mieeourl River ie the common bond for Region Ho. 6, the weetern 

half of iWhieh comprises that area known as the Great Plains. In this 

area "we find one of the major rural problem areas of the united States... 

the problem becomes one of intense water conservation." Taken from "Pre

liminary Statement, Regional Development Plan, Missouri Valley," Region 6, 

Omaha, Hebraska, 19*0.

Interstate action is a matter to be settled by compact. Compacts 

are reached between commissions whose members are appointed by the govern

ors of the respective states as representatives of its citizens. Com

pacts are basic agreements by which to guide future action between those 

states.

The apportioning of the water supply is dependent on water rights.116/ 

Water rights in Montana, as in other states of the semi-arid west, are 

under the appropriation rather than the riparian doctrine of water use 

and these rights protect the persons putting the water to use. The basis 

upon which water rights may be acquired arei (I) appropriation,

(2) priority, which means that the use first in time is the first in 

right, end (5) beneficial use. These principles demand verification for 

their determination, the former by verbal or written evidence, and the 

latter by hydrographic survey. County records are not adequate and county 

offices do not have time nor are they competent to handle water disputes. 

Stream systems do not terminate within county boundaries, and accurate 

accounts and studies cannot be made without inter-county coordination.117/

116/ Letter from Ed. H. Watson, State Engineer of Utah, as of November 28, 
--- 1941.
117/ Letter from Don McBride, Director, Divisions of Planning and Water

Resources, Oklahoma Planning and Resources Board, dated Deo. 4, 1941»
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Without this information it is practically impossible to plan intelli

gently for future development and to make equitable adjustment of exist

ing rights.118 /

In Montana, individuals pay all expenses involved in administering 

their own water rights. State and Federal agencies have entered the con

struction field and built projects both by direct grant and by loan.

Where projects oaa be built for multiple uses, the individuals sharing in 

the returns from all those uses should help finance both the building and 

the maintenance of the project.119/

Ideals leading to exploitation have given way to those leading to 

the conservation of resources for long continued use. Planning for the 

latter ideal is not Instituted on a national scale. Measurement of re

turns under this type of planning is on the basis of social welfare.120/

118/ See article by H. E. Murdock in the records of the First and Second 
Annual Meeting of the Montana Irrigation and Drainage Institute,
pp, 10-12.

119/ Teele, R. P., ’'Economics of Land Reclamation," A. W. Sheew and Co., 
Chicago, 1927, p. 827.

120/ The Water Resources Committee on the National Resources Planning 
Board is charged with the responsibility of being a clearing house 
for plans and projects, each of which will contain the following 
characteristics 1 (I) it will be concerned not with water by and for
itself, but with the promotion of public safety, public health, the 
public convenience and comfort, the economic welfare of the public, 
the establishment or maintenance of a high standard of living, (2) 
it will need to promote the maximum integrated control and use of 
water within the changing limits of technical feasibility and of 
economic and social justification, (S) it normally will treat drain
age areas as units, (4) it will observe the rights of the states 
both in intra-state streams, (5) it will hold facts to be indispens
able prerequisites to sound action, (6) it will assign the cost of 
constructing and operating projects among the agencies concerned in 
general accordance with the distribution of benefits and (7) in 
determining whether or not projects are justifiable, and in distrib
uting the costs of projects among the beneficiaries1 it will take
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Future development of irrigation, it is said by George 3. Knapp, 

Chief Engineer of the water resources of Kansas, will be mainly a public 

concern, and cooperation with federal and other state agencies in studies 

that are being made is a function of the central office that will in

crease in importance .121/ The needs of peoples in the send-arid regions 

are being met, in part, by federal expenditures. According to the "Pre

liminary Report on Development of Economio Oppozdnmities in Montana," 

heavy expenditures have been made in Montana in the past few years for 

water conservation and use projects. According to Judge Stone, among 

others, for states to assume their responsibilities in regard to water 

will help to keep control in their hands. One of the more important re

sponsibilities of the State is that of entering into inter-state compacts 

so that national, orderly and full economic development of streams may 

be achieved. 122/ This is a function, according to the "Preliminary Re

port on Yellowstone River Basin," which lends itself well to planning.123/

120/ (continued) account of social, economic, general, special, potential, 
and existing benefits.

"In addition to those considerations, policies for drainage 
basin development must be related from an over-all national develop
ment...." Taken from "Drainage Basin Problems and Programs," 1957 
revision, national Resources Committee, March, 1938.

12l/ "Need for Correlation Among Federal and State Agencies Engaged in 
Studies and Development of Water Resources," by George S. Knapp,
Chief Engineer of Water Resources of Kansas, from Proceedings of 
Eleventh Annual Convention of the Association of Western Stake Engi
neers, held at Phoenix, Arizona, Dec. 8-10, 1988.

122/ "Obstacles Confronting Negotiations of Interstate Compacts by
Variance in State Laws," by J. S. James, from Proceedings of the 
Eleventh Annual Convention of the Association of Western State 
Engineers, held at Phoenix, Arizona, Deo. 8-10, 1938.

123/  Federal Power Commission, op. oit., p. 105.
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T M s  study assumes that planning will become a permanent program, and 

that its goal is eventually to put water to the Mghest possible use.124/ 

Dean Louoks, State Engineer of South Dakota, in a letter of Novem

ber 28, 1941, sayst "It is not possible for me to state in a definite 

figure tiie value of recorded water rights, but it is my conviction that 

if such a figure were available, it would be many times more than the 

cost of keeping such a record. This would be still more true of a state 

that is located entirely within the arid region than of one which is 

partly in the semi-arid zone."

The people in control of the administration of the waters of the 

other send-arid states do not favor the present method of handling water 

rights in Montana. Heads of the central agencies in other states, how

ever, do not express entire satisfaction with their own. They recognise 

the need of changes and realise the necessity of meeting new problems as 

they arise but feel that central offices are an improvement over other 

methods of administration. 125/

Changing Montana *s Method^ of Water Rights Administration

Data presented so far in this thesis show that parts of Montana 

water law have been changed considerably.126/ The office of the State

124/ The uses allowing the greatest return by whatever standard are 
eventually set up by society.

125/ National Resources Planning Board, "Symposium on State Water Law of 
the Pacific Northwest," March 11, 1940.

126/ For example, "Revised Codes of Montana," 1935, Section 7095, as 
shown in its history, appeared in 1886 was amended in 1895, 1601, 
1921, and again in 1635.
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Engineer was created in 1903*137/ This office has been the nucleus for 
the organization of the central agency in most states. Montana has also 
established the State Water Conservation Board, whose main purpose, how
ever, as stated in the law, was to relieve unemployment»126/ However, it 
did, at the same time, allow the carrying on, through the State Engineer, 
of some functions which alleviated the expression of need for basic 
changes in law.

The State Legislature has recently provided a means whereby, at 
the request of the State Water Conservation Board, the State Engineer may 
bring action to adjudicate the waters of any state stream and its tribu
taries .129/ This, in most states, is one of the first duties laid at the 
door of the central agency.

These changes have provided, in Montana, some of the functions 
generally associated with a central office in other states and might be 
taken as the precedents for more change, although it is much easier to 
choose a basis for water rights early before many are put into effect, 
than it is to change the basis later.130/ The fact that so many changes 
have been made in Montana gives indication that changes are and will be 
made if sufficient cause is shown.

At the present time Montana’s laws are changed by the State Legis
lature as a result of a need expressed either by individuals or groups

127/ See "Revised Codes of Montana, 1935," Sec. 1964, p. 1110.
128/ See "Revised Codes of Montana, 1935," Sec. 049, p. 671.
129/ See "Revised Codes of Montana, 1958," Secs. 349.@-349.75.
ISO/ Harding, S. T., op. cit., p. 138.
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to members of that body. This need may or may not be one of genuine 
merit. Very few of the legislators that are called upon to pass on such 
measures are qualified to judge whether or not the measure Is meritorious. 
The present system allows development to continue to take place in the 
same manner as at present. Exclusive adherence to statutory procedure, 
•which "appears to be the more efficient system" is not demanded.IZl/

The State, though the agency purported to have control of all 
public waters, must pass laws thought by its administrative officials to 
be in line with the furtherance of ite duties, in the same manner and 
through the same channels as individuals.

131/Hutchins, Wells A., "Some Defects in Western Water Law," mimeo
graphed report of a talk presented before the Association of West
ern State Engineers, Phoenix, Arizona, Oot. 15, 1941.
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SmiARY M D  CON CLUSI PITS

I* The establishment of water rights by court procedure has in 

recent cases, in Montana, cost individuals from $1.25 to $5.77 per miner’s 

inch but in some oases no satisfactory evidence of ownership has been 

given such as would have been possible under a central agency.

2. Hecessary information on water rights in Montana has been 

gathered by various agencies at considerable cost. Thider a centralized 

system of control and administration, this information could be more 

easily gathered and made more easily accessible to individuals.

5. The cost of a central agency as shown in this study would not 

be greatly different from that under the present system and through a 

rate system such an agency might be largely self-supporting.

4. A centralized system of control and administration would per

mit the use of personnel trained especially to work with the problems 

of irrigation.

6. numerous changes in law have been made, some of "Which make 

actions possible in Montana that are a part of a centralized system in 

other states. To establish a central office in Montana, therefore, 

would require only additional changes rather than a completely revised 

system.
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